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		Beginning Mac Programming takes you through concrete, working examples, giving you the core concepts and principles of development in context so you will be ready to build the applications you've been imagining. It introduces you to Objective-C and the Cocoa framework in clear, easy-to-understand lessons, and demonstrates how you can use them together to write for the Mac, as well as the iPhone and iPod.

	
		You'll explore crucial developer tools like Xcode and Interface Builder, and learn the principles of object-oriented programming, and how memory, data, and storage work to help you build your software.

	
		If you've ever wanted to develop software for the Mac, this book is for you.
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Surgical Treatment of Hilar and Intrahepatic Cholangiocarcinoma (Updates in Surgery)Springer, 2007

	This book contains an up-to-date review of diagnostic and staging tools of cholangiocarcinoma, a guide to optimal selection of therapeutic modalities and a review of long-term outcome of surgery and liver transplantation. It also provides surgical techniques and principles for curative and palliative surgery. This book will appeal to...
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Sams Teach Yourself the Twitter API in 24 Hours (Sams Teach Yourself -- Hours)Sams Publishing, 2011

	This book on the Twitter API is geared to the programmer who is just a bit past
	beginner—who knows the basics of LAMP, including how to set up a basic server,
	PHP, JavaScript, HTML, and CSS. You do not have to be an expert programmer to
	use this book, but you should know how to look things up. In writing this book, we
	have tried...
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The 123s of ABC in SAP: Using SAP R/3 to Support Activity-Based CostingJohn Wiley & Sons, 2001
Given SAP’s dominance in the enterprise resource planning (ERP) market, many companies and their managers encounter SAP AG applications in some form or another. Of those organizations, some utilize Activity-Based Costing/Management concepts to perform more accurate cost assignments or drive performance initiatives. Managers are then faced...
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Final Cut Express 2 Editing Workshop (DV Expert Series)CMP Books, 2004
Nonlinear, or digital, editing involves the manipulation of digitized video. Software applications permit the editor to cut, splice, make transitions, and edit film more precisely than was ever possible with conventional film editing techniques. Final Cut Express 2 is an inexpensive version of Apple's Final Cut Pro software, the leading nonlinear...
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Evolutionary Robotics: From Algorithms to ImplementationsWorld Scientific Publishing, 2006
Modern robotics has moved from the industrial manufacturing environment to human environment for service and entertainment in the recent few years. The human environment is typically unstructured and quite often everchanging, the robot is required to be capable of independently learning the dynamic environment as well as continuously adjusting its...
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How to Retire Happy: The 12 Most Important Decisions You Must Make Before You RetireMcGraw-Hill, 2009

	"Want excellent insights on retirement planning from a professional who’s actually experienced retirement himself? You’ll get just that from Stan Hinden’s book, How to Retire Happy, now in its third edition. Stan was a Washington Post financial reporter for 20 years, and after he retired, he wrote the...
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